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THE OPPORTUNITY
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Agency (PSTA) was looking for innovative 
ways to help safely connect people to places along a newly developed 
tourist waterfront in St. Petersburg, Florida. The area is densely 
populated with restaurants, a hotel, a museum, pier and ferry service. 
As autonomous vehicle technology is becoming more advanced, 
PSTA is exploring its potential use in Pinellas County. During the pilot, 
PSTA sought to gage how riders and the community felt about having 
autonomous vehicles on the road.

THE SOLUTION
Utilizing funds from the Florida Department of Transportation, PSTA 
selected Beep due to their experience in planning, deploying and 
managing autonomous shuttle technology throughout Florida. Beep 
is also the exclusive dealer and operator of NAVYA in Florida. PSTA 
together with the City of St. Petersburg decided that Bayshore Drive 
would be the best route for the pilot due to its connectivity to transit 
services such as the Downtown Looper, PSTA Service, and the Cross 
Bay Ferry. The vehicle was also ADA accessible with Q’Straint devices 
and ramp.

Beep enabled the solution, called AVA, end-to-end with two NAVYA 
vehicles, along the roughly 1-mile route of Bayshore Drive. Through 
Beep’s established relationship with the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, Beep acquired the necessary federal approvals 
to operate the shuttles on the mixed-traffic public road consisting of 
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Beep, Inc., headquartered in Orlando, Florida, offers autonomous mobility solutions to public and private 
agencies and communities in controlled speed, geofenced areas as proof points for the safe testing of 
autonomous vehicles on public roads. In the United States, Beep is currently operating the largest and 
longest autonomous vehicle mobility network at a single site. 

Partners
Beep, PSTA, FDOT, Bestmile, 
NAVYA, City of St. Petersburg

Snapshot
Launched: November 25, 2020
Status: March 28, 2021 (Completed)
Miles: 2,862
Live Hours: 860
No. of Stops: 4
No. of Shuttles: 2 NAVYA
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a bi-directional bike trail, additional transit services, multiple pedestrian crosswalks and vehicle traffic. The 
entire operation was monitored both onsite, by trained shuttle specialists and remotely through Beep’s 
Command Center, which monitored vehicle health, operation and telemetry and video feeds. Beep also 
partnered with Bestmile leveraging its Fleet Orchestration Platform to enable the shuttles to work together as 
an intelligent fleet.

THE RESULTS
The PSTA shuttles operated along the single-route five days a week Wednesday through Sunday with 
continuous service from 10:00 am to 10:00 pm. The pilot serviced four stops along Bayshore Drive 
connecting key destinations along the route including the Crossbay Ferry, Dali Museum and redeveloped 
pier as well as provided direct access to the existing PSTA network that connected to other parts of St. 
Petersburg.

 

THE BENEFITS
Beep was able to provide an innovative service that allowed PSTA to test alternative transportation along 
the tourist corridor. The first-mile, last-mile solution reduced the dependency of personal vehicles along 
the corridor and promoted alternative mobility to the Northern and Southern ends of Bayshore Drive. By 
connecting key destinations in the community with alternative transportation options, Beep reduced the 
equivalent of nearly 2,700 vehicle trips off the road by transporting nearly 5,000 passengers. The number of 
vehicle trips on the road also reduced the carbon footprint in the community with the vehicles being 100% 
electric.

FUTURE PLANS
Future plans for PSTA include testing additional AV platforms in various use cases within Pinellas County, 
including Dunedin and Clearwater, to service a spring training facility, retail, residential area and beachfront. 
Future projects will be funded through funding by Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority and the City of 
Dunedin.

PARTNERS

≈ 5,000 passengers 2,700 fewer  
vehicle trips

more than 2,500  
fewer lbs. of CO2

nearly 860 
hours

“We are beyond excited for the community to try this all new 
experience with AVA. Like an attraction at Disney World, 
we hope all who come to enjoy AVA leave with a better 
understanding of how technology can help enhance safety all 
while providing clean-energy solutions that could transform 
transportation.” - Brad Miller, Chief Executive Officer (PSTA)

“AVA is another example of PSTA leading the way in innovation 
in transportation by bringing in unique and futuristic technology 
that can benefit our community.” - Joe Barkley, Chair of the 
Board (PSTA)


